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PRIMER

Our Client
New Media Institute, founded in X, “houses the University of Georgia's largest certificate
program.”
The NMI puts on a locally organized TED event, called TEDx.

What has been asked of us:
We are using target tracking augmented reality to create a series of connecting
advertisements. We will be creating instagram filters for the nmi, and for the promotion
of tedx.
Great use of social media just Making more interactive

Our Client is the New Media Institute, which is an interdisciplinary academic unit
that serves to educate students on emerging technologies. It was started in September of
2000 in order to harness the power of New Media and make students on the UGA campus
more “Techknowledgeable.” Since then, this institute has grown to offer loads of courses
and programs to students. Currently, they offer the New Media Certificate, which is the
largest certificate program at UGA. There are three tracks: the Traditional Track, the Dev
Track for web developers, and the Grad Track, for graduate students getting the
certificate. In 2016, the NMI also started a grad program called the Emerging Media
Masters (EM). This program “focuses on the intersection of technology and design” and
is available as either a normal master's program or a Double Dawgs pathway. In 2020, the

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2Mrbw6_FtFgRXpxUHZrb0pGR1k?resourcekey=0-s_Su_bX8dZj3VAOv-nBB2w&usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2Mrbw6_FtFgRXpxUHZrb0pGR1k?resourcekey=0-s_Su_bX8dZj3VAOv-nBB2w&usp=sharing


NMI also began the Emerging Media Online (EMO) program so students could achieve
their masters online remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic.

In 2013, the New Media Institute also started TEDxUGA. TEDxUGA is an
independently organized TED event where presenters come and speak to an audience and
share their ideas, philosophies, and stories. TEDxUGA began as a way to bring this
experience to the Athens Community, while also giving students the opportunity to
organize an event of this proportion. TED is offered as a class at UGA, and the students
who take it help organize the talks, pick the presenters, set up staging, run logistics, and
anything else you can think of that would make a TEDx event run.

AR
For our project, will be creating a series of filters that will utilize target tracking. As
stated by Spark AR, Target tracking is when “an augmented reality effect is triggered
when the camera is pointed at a specific real world target, like a business card or picture.”
This target tracking filter allows for the blending of our reality and augmented reality to
go one step further. We believe that using this type of AR filter for the NMI and for
TEDx will be a great promotional tool. “It can also bring to life a formerly static brand
hero or a scene printed on the packaging. Target tracking can also be used to increase
brand awareness and herald brand clarity by displaying additional info on the product.”

Completed description of our tech used:

The technology we will be using to create augmented reality filters is Spark AR. Spark
AR is, as stated by Later Blog, “an augmented reality platform for Mac & Windows that
allows you to somewhat easily create AR effects for mobile cameras. Think of it like
Photoshop or Sketch, but for AR.” As we played around to create our alpha, we realized
that Spark AR is a great tool. With so many different effects and tutorials, the possibilities
for what we could do were endless.

For our project, will be creating a series of filters that will utilize, target tracking.
As stated by Spark AR, Target tracking is when “an augmented reality effect is triggered
when the camera is pointed at a specific real world target, like a business card or picture.”



This target tracking filter allows for the blending of our reality and augmented reality to
go one step further. We believe that using this type of AR filter for the NMI and for
TEDx will be great as a promotional tool. “It can also bring to life a formerly static brand
hero or a scene printed on the packaging. Target tracking can also be used to increase
brand awareness and herald brand clarity by displaying additional info on the product.”

These target tracking filters will be used by TEDx UGA in the promotion of their
annual event. We plan to make our real-world trigger very vague but when it is interacted
with using a smartphone camera, it reveals a speaker introduction, or it will educate
onlookers about the 2023 theme and its meaning.

We will also be creating filters that utilize Spark AR’s face tracking templates. This
technology has been utilized in our alpha. Our filter, “Which NMI Team Member are
You,” is an example of the face tracking filter we will be using. We are creating a filter
that will randomize a TEDx UGA theme from prior years. This filter will help promote
the current theme of TEDx UGA and educate students on former themes.
The plane tracking and 3D object animation abilities on Spark AR will be utilized as well
in the creation of a corgi (Pixel) figure that users are able to move around their screen.
Pixel, the corgi, will be wearing a t-shirt with the NMI logo on it. We plan to have him
dancing.

While we are creating these elements, we will be documenting how we have made them
and what our best practices were in order to produce an educational resource for other
NMI students. These educational materials will be made available to other students on a
WordPress website.

Blender
GIPHY
WordPress for Open Source Learning Resource

Approach/Sources

Works Cited

-------------------------------



Client Description

New Media Institute (NMI)
The New Media Institute is an interdisciplinary academic unit that serves to

educate students on emerging technologies. Starting in September of 2000 the goal was to
harness the power of New Media and make students on the UGA campus more
“techknowledgeable.” Since then, the institute has grown to offer a wide variety of
courses and programs to students from Native App Development to Creative Content for
Collegiate Athletics. Currently, the NMI houses the New Media Certificate, the largest
certificate program at UGA. There are three tracks: the Traditional Track, the Dev Track
for web developers, and the Grad Track, for graduate students. In 2016, the NMI initiated
an M.A program called the Emerging Media Masters (EM). As cited on their website, this
program “focuses on the intersection of technology and design” and is offered as either a
normal master's program or a Double Dawgs pathway. In 2020, the NMI began the
Emerging Media Online (EMO) program where students could achieve their masters
remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic.

TEDxUGA
In 2013, the New Media Institute hosted the first TEDxUGA event. TEDxUGA is an
independently organized TED event where presenters share their ideas, philosophies, and
stories. TEDxUGA began as a way to bring this experience to the Athens Community,
while also giving students the opportunity to organize a large-scale event.. TEDx is also
offered as a class at UGA. The students in the course serve as presenter advisors, student
council advisors, steering committee members, and support event day logistics.

Technology

1. Spark AR: Spark AR is, as stated by Later Blog, “an augmented reality platform
for Mac & Windows that allows you to somewhat easily create AR effects for
mobile cameras. Think of it like Photoshop or Sketch, but for AR.” As we played
around to create our alpha, we realized that Spark AR is a great tool. With so many
different effects and tutorials, the possibilities for what we could do were endless.

2. Blender: Blender is a free to use open source 3D modeling and computer software
graphics tool. While we will mostly be working with Spark AR, Blender is another
option we will be utilizing to help our ideas come to fruition. Blender can also be



used for drawing 2D in 3D, story art, VFX, animation, rigging, modeling, scope,
and UV.

3. GIPHY: GIPHY is a virtual database owned by META that allows users to search
for and share GIFS, short looping videos without sound. GIPHY makes it easy for
GIF images to become shareable and downloadable specifically among social
media platforms like instagram, slack, and facebook.

4. Wordpress: Wordpress is self defined as a free, open source content management
system written in PHP. Wordpress is easily editable on the backend and usable on
the front end for any type of user. It also includes its own templating and plugin
architecture. Wordpress sites are also easily mobile friendly.

Inspiration, Improvement, & Approach

For our project, we will be creating a series of filters that will utilize target
tracking. As stated by Spark AR, Target tracking is when “an augmented reality effect is
triggered when the camera is pointed at a specific real world target, like a business card
or picture.” This target tracking filter allows for the blending of our reality and
augmented reality to go one step further. We believe that using this type of AR filter for
the NMI and for TEDx will be a great promotional tool, as we have observed social
media influencers and companies using filters as such. “It can also bring to life a formerly
static brand hero or a scene printed on the packaging. Target tracking can also be used to
increase brand awareness and herald brand clarity by displaying additional info on the
product.”

We will also be using Instagram stickers created through the website GIPHY.
These stickers will be a great way for NMI students to interact with the NMI through
social media. These interactions will be posted on students pages which will also act as a
promotional tool for the NMI. This same thought process can be applied to TEDxUGA.

Although the NMI and TEDxUGA currently do not use AR filters in their digital
presence, we plan to take elements of what we have seen from social media influencers
and create something that fits for our client and their brand. Using AR filters and
Instagram stickers, we will create promotional tools in a fun and interactive way.



Areas of Improvement
have you looked at other products? What did you like? Where do you want to
improve?

Since the NMI and TEDx did not have any existing products, our team is getting to start from the
ground up and create something entirely new for our client.
When looking at other products we want to try our best to make our product more immersive
than other filters.
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